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●
Using a different knife and cutting board for cutting each food product
●
Wash the meat well before starting to cook
●
Sanitise or wash your hands every time after touching raw meat.
If the precautions suggested by experts are followed strictly, then the chances of any
possible transmission of avian flu are nullified and one can enjoy their favourite
chicken dish. Source: Chicken and eggs are safe for consumption, say
experts| APN News

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CHICKEN AND EGGS ARE SAFE FOR CONSUMPTION, SAY
EXPERTS
Chennai: According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) and the UN Food and Agricultural Organization
(FAO), chicken and poultry are safe to consume when cooked
properly. While the situation is worrisome for consumers, a
few doctors and nutritionists have analysed the situation and
have shared their opinions.
Dr. AnamGolandaz, Dietician,Masina Hospital, said, “Most
strains of the bird flu virus are found embedded in the
respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts of the infected birds.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), USA, transmission from birds to humans is
rare. Chicken and other poultry are safe to eat if cooked
properly. A joint statement was issued by the FAO and the
(WHO to the national food safety authorities. Proper cooking
at temperatures of more than 70°C of every part of the bird
will deactivate the virus. When preparing the meals, do not
use the same utensils for cooked and raw meats. Poultry from
areas with bird flu outbreaks should not be consumed raw or
partially cooked (i.e., with runny yolk), FAO/WHO advised.”
According to Dr SindhuraKoganti, Pulmonologist, Fortis
Hospital, Vadapalani, “Bird flu does not transmit from human
to human. Humans are safe from the flu if poultry is cooked
at a temperature of over 70 degree Celsius and eggs are fully
cooked. Make sure poultry and eggs are bought fresh from a
recognised provider. Our advice to consumers of poultry and
eggs is to not panic but instead carefully source and
thoroughly cook them to ensure your consumption of protein
are safely met.”As per, Dr AjitRanade, Dean, Mumbai
Veterinary College, “The affected poultry birds contracted
the virus from wild and migratory birds. This particular virus
cannot directly cause disease in human beings as it needs to
undergo mutation, which is a very rare thing. From 2006 in
Maharashtra there have been no cases of human infection
and throughout the world, in the last 5 years, the number of
such cases were about 42-45 out of which 39 were from
Egypt. So, the probability of it being passed on to human
beings is
very very remote. The lack of information has paved the way
for unnecessary panic which has hit the poultry industry
badly. Also, any abnormal mortalities noticed in poultry farms
should be intimated to the nearest veterinary dispensary at
the earliest.”
Some of the precautions to be followed include:
●
Disinfecting and sanitising all the utensils before cooking
●
Separating thee raw and cooked or ready-to-eat food to
avoid contact and contamination
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LOCAL NEWS

LOCAL CURRENCY MARKET- KWACHA UNSTABLE
The Central Bank was active in yesterday’s session to provide
the much-needed support to the heart-breaking Kwacha as it
continue to struggle to be on range with the dollar. The local
unit closed at K21.2586/21.3086 against its opening level of
K21.2533/21.3033 per dollar on the bid and offer
respectively. The local unit is expected to face an imminent
downside risk into today’s session should demand persist in
the absence of a health supply of the hard currency. Market
liquidity increased to ZMW1,572.89 million from
ZMW1,462.63 million recorded earlier while interbank
volumes dropped to ZMW815.00 million from ZMW900.00
million traded previously. The overnight interbank rate rose
by eight basis points to 8.32%..

Zanaco weekly

Newsletter.
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DOC BROILER PRICE REMAINS
UNCHANGED

PRICE FOR POINT OF LAY STAYS STABLE

The prices of broiler day-old chicks remained unchanged during
the course of the week. The DoC broiler prices are still trading at
an average price of ZMK9.2per day old chick same obtained last
week. The lowest chick on the market is now trading at ZMK9and
the highest is still ZMK10 per day old chicks, depending on location
and supplier. There were equally no movements on the prices of
pullets on the market which are still averaging ZMK14.50 per day
old pullet, with the highest being ZMK15.50 and the lowest is still
selling at ZMK13.5per day old chick. The price for SASSOL being
supplied by Heartland Best from Livingstone is still trading at ZMK
9 per DOC. Kuroilers are now trading at ZMK10 to ZMK15 per day
old chick depending on the supplier. The price for the improved
free-range such as Black Austropop’s, Bushvelds, Rowan Ranger
ranging between ZMK 15 to ZMK25 depending on the size. The
graph captures the national average price trend for the day-old
broiler chicks. For the pullets, most of the bookings are open for
January 2021 depending on the volumes and source. Check Figure
2 for the price trend, curtesy of PAZ

The prices for the Point of Lay remained unchanged during the second week of
January 2021. The average price is still ranging between ZMK117.5, with the lowest
being ZMK115 per bird for bulk consignments and the highest being ZMK120 per bird
for small volumes depending on the supplier and location. There are fewer birds on
the market and there are few bookings for January and February for some
suppliers.
For the beginners who are interested in getting battery cages, cage prices range
between ZMK5,550 to ZMK8,000 depending on the capacity and also the sources of
the cages. The second-hand refurbished cage price range between ZMK3.500 to
ZMK 3750 depending on the quality, capacity and age. Quails cages, Rabbit Cages as
well as second hand layers cages are all available on the market with differing
prices depending on the source and location.

WHOLE DRESSED CHICKEN PRICES REMAINS
STABLE
The prices for the frozen chicken posted no movements during
the second week of January 2021. The average price for the whole
frozen chicken in Lusaka traded at about ZMK 32.06 per kg
compared with ZMK 32.04 obtained last week. The lowest price in
some chainstores is still trading at ZMK30.99 per kg due to
promotions being undertaken while the highest is trading at
ZMK36.71 per kg. The chicken sizes are ranging between 1.2kg to
1.8kg in different stores. Please note that the prices are obtained
from Pick n Pay, Shoprite, Zambeef, Melisa Supermarket, Chopies
and Cheers Stores. Different outlets have different pricing models
hence the figures displayed is an average price for all the sampled
chainstores. It should also be noted that these are Lusaka prices
only. For the price trend, check figure3 curtesy of PAZ

LIVE CHICKEN PRICES REGISTERS MINOR
MOVEMENTS
The

national average prices for the live broiler chickens
registered some minor movements in the open markets
during the second week of January 2021. There were equally
some movements on prices for the x-layers as well as the
free-range chickens. The national live broiler bird prices
averaged ZMK62.65 with the lowest price being Lusaka
posting ZMK 60.31 per Live Chicken and the highest being
ZMK70.56 The x-layers have also averaged ZMK 44.12 per
bird, while free range price is averaging ZMK 80.65. Check
figure 4 on the next page, curtesy of PAZ
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NATIONAL EGG PRICES REGISTERED
SOME MOVEMENTS
The egg prices in the domestic market remained stable
during the second week of January 2021. The retail prices
in open markets still ranges between ZMK38.17 to
ZMK50.99. Most farm gate prices average ZMK 38 per
tray. Further, retail prices in some Chain stores
registered some upward movement with the prices
averaged between ZMK44 to ZMK50.99 per tray of 30
eggs depending on the supplier, packaging and the
chainstores. For the price trend refer to figure 5, curtesy
of PAZ.

FEED PRICES REGISTERED SOME MOVEMENTS

The

national average prices for the poultry feed
registered some minor movements during the second
week of January. Broiler starter is trading at ZMK 378.4
per 50kg bag down from what was registered last week.
Broiler Grower Averages ZMK360.31 while Broiler finisher
also averages ZMK349.17 per 50kg bag. In the same vain
there were some minor movements registered on the
Layer feed. The prices ranges from ZMK319 for pullet
starter, ZMk284 for pullet grower, ZMk 280.3 for pullet
developer and ZMK283.58 for layers mash. For those
compunding their ownfeed, ingredients prices have
adjusted upwards due to the devaluation of the local
currency as portrayed in the graphs from 6 to 9 below,
curtesy of PAZ
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SPONSORS OF POULTRY NEWS
This poultry news has been sponsored by ZAMHATCH, TIGER CHICKS,
NATIONAL MILLING, HYBRID POULTRY FARM ZAMBIA LIMITED, ROSS
BREEDERS LIMITED, BIMEDA and EVONIK

WOULD LIKE TO PARTNER?
The requirement for this sponsorship is ZMK 12,000 per year. The
sponsor will have a free space to advertise on this poultry news every week
for 52 weeks in a year. Advertising space is also available on our website.
For terms and conditions please contact the Secretariat on 0211 256354.
PLEASE NOTE ALSO THAT WE CAN RUN ANY ADVERT BASED ON
YOUR SPECIFICATION AND TIMING.

POULTRY ASSOCIATION OF ZAMBIA MEMBERSHIP
Are you an active poultry farmer and a registered member of the Poultry
Association of Zambia? If not please visit PAZ Secretariat in the
showgrounds, ZNFU Stand just by the roundabout. Registration is free
and make sure you obtain a membership card, and ensure that you come
with a receipt of day-old chick’s purchase to be registered. So, the only
requirement is a receipt showing you purchased day old chicks from PAZ
affiliated Hatchery.
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